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1. Consider a differential equation 
x’ = F(x), (1) 
where F is defined on a subset S of a (finite or infinite dimensional) Hilbert 
space H. Let jl . 11 denote the inner produce norm in H. By the derivative 
x’ in (1) we mean the strong derivative; that is, 
lp$ I/ T-y.+ + T) - x(t)] - x’(t)11 = 0. 
We say F has a Lipschitz constant L if 
iIF - F&8 G L II XI - x2 II for all x1 , x2 E S. (4 
A function y : R --f H will be called p-periodic if y is periodic with period p, 
y(t + p) = y(t). The following theorem was proved in [3]. 
THEOREM 1. If F satisjies (2) and there exists a nonconstant p-periodic 
so&ion of (I), then 
Actually, this theorem was proved where H was finite dimensional; 
however, a review of the proof reveals that the only difficulty in extending 
the proof to an arbitrary Hilbert space is that the following result must be 
proved. Any Lipshitzean function defined on an interval with values in a Hilbert 
space is d@erentiable almost everywhere. This can be derived from general 
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theorems of differentiability of functions with bounded variations [2, p. 172- 
1741, but for the convenience of the reader a short proof of this fact is given 
in the Appendix. (Note that in Banach spaces there are Lipshitzean functions 
which have no derivative at any point, even in the weak sense [l].) 
Therefore we do not repeat the proof word for word as given in Ref. [3]. 
Instead, we first present some applications of this theorem to differential 
delay equations. Even in finite dimensions, Theorem 1 depends on the fact 
that the norm used in (2) is an inner product norm. So, secondly, we consider 
extensions of Theorem 1 to Banach spaces in Sections 4 and 5. 
2. Let / 1 be the Euclidean norm in R’” and for a matrix A, let 
/ A 1 = suplrl=r I Ax i. 
THEOREM 2. Let A(s) be an n x n matrix, continuous in s. Let x(t) be a 
nonconstant p-periodic function. Assume x : R ---f R” satisfies 
x’(t) = j” A(s) x(t + s) dv(s) (3) 
-* 
where T(S) is an increasing bounded function. Then 
EXAMPLE. Suppose we consider in dimension 1 the special case of (3): 
Let A(s) -= --a E R and let v(s) = 0 for s < --Y and -1 for s > 1. Then (3) 
becomes 
x’(t) = --ax(t - r), (5) 
where x(t) is a p-periodic solution. When written as a Stieltjes integral, we 
get ST4 I 4 44 = I a I, and the estimate in (4) is sharp since there is a 
solution x(t) = sin at having period 2n/a when a > 0 and r -= ~r(2a)-~, 
(or if a < 0, sin at is a solution when r = 3n 1 2a 1 ‘). To get other periodic 
solutions let r = 7r(& + m)// a 1, sgn a = -(-l)““, m = 1, 2 ,... . 
Theorem 2 has a simple proof in dimension 1 since then solutions can be 
written as Re ZX,~ exp Prct. It follows that if there is a periodic solution of 
period p > 0, then for some integer m > 0, sin(2nm/p) is also a solution of (3). 
Writing p, = 2nm/p it follows easily that 27r/p < p, = (d/dt sin plt)i t=O -5: 
J 1 A(s)/ dq(s), which gives (4) immediately. 
THEOREM 3. Let f : Rn x R” + Ii” and let x(t) be a nonconstant periodic 
solution of 
x'(t) =f(#, x(t - 1)) (6) 
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with period p > 0. Assume that there exist a, b > 0 such that for all 
x~,x~,Y~,Y~ER~> 
If@ 1,~2)-f(~1,~2)l <~x~-Y~I +bi~-~~l. (7) 
Then p 3 2n(a + b)-l. 
Theorems 2 and 3 are proved in Section 3. 
3. In order to apply Theorem 1 to delay differential equations, we 
must determine which space we should use. Usually, when Lipschitz condi- 
tions for delay differential equations are discussed, it is in the space C of 
continuous functions + : [-4, 0] + R”, with the supremum norm. Since 
this norm is not an inner product norm, it cannot be used for applying 
Theorem 1. Also the solution x(t) of (5) must be written as a solution of an 
ordinary differential Eq. (1) since (5) is not in the form (1). 
Let H(=LD2) denote the space of p-periodic functions from R to Rn 
which are square integrable on [O,p]. For two functions yi and ya in H 
define the inner product (letting I‘.” denote the inner product in R”) 
~1 0~2 = jr yds) .Y~(s) ds. 
We integrate over [0, p], but any interval [to , to + p] of length p can be used 
without changing the definition since yr and yz have period p. Write 
IIY il = (Y 0~)~‘~. 
Now define F : H + H for Theorem 2 by 
F(x)(s) =j" A(a) 4s + 4 drl(4, 
-n 
x E H. (8) 
For a given function x : R + H, the derivative at to is 
x’(to) = ljyj +[X(to + 4 - x(toI9 
where lim is taken with respect to I/ . 11 in H. It may be seen that if x E H and 
x is continuously differentiable, then function x given by x(t)(s) = x(t + s) 
is also differentiable and 
x’(t)(s) = x’(t + s). (9) 
Consider the differential equation in H 
f x(t) = F(x(th (10) 
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which can also be written 
(,$ x(t)) (4 = j” 44 X0 + s + 4 M4 (11) 
-a 
That is, x(t) is in H for each t and for each s, X(t)(s) E Rn. This equation has 
the rather weak relationship to (3) that for eachp-periodic solution x : R + R” 
of (3) (if there are any), we get a p-periodic solution x : R -+ H of (10) given 
by x(t)(s) = x(t + s). Since (10) is not a delay equation we can try to apply 
Theorem 1. The set S C H mentioned in Section 1 is now defined to be the 
trajectory of the solution x, i.e., 
S = {X(t) : t E R}. (12) 
We now check that F satisfies a Lipschitz condition. 
Let yr and ya be in H. Write + = yr - ya and #(T; U) = A(u) $(T + u). 
Note 11 #(.; u)II ,< 1 A(u)1 114 11 since 4 has period p. We have 
IIF - F(Y~)!/~ = Ij j” 44[~,(- + 4 - YZ(* + 41 h(s) /I -c P’ 0 
=I s 0)--P &)b’dT + s> - Y2(7 + 41 drlw jf d7 
) jug $(T; 4 d?@j dT 
0 0 
< s I II 4(.; 4 II PC.; u)li 404 4(4 (Schwarz Ineq.1 -2 --P 
0 0 
< s s I ~4Wl II d II I 44 II d II 4W drl(4 -g --Q 
and 
IIF -F(rz)ll G (lo I A(u)I dri@)) 11~1 - YZ II. 
--Q 
(13) 
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Hence F is Lipschitzean on S with constant 
and the proof is completed by applying Theorem 1. 
To prove Theorem 3, we only need to change the inequalities. We study 
F(x)(s) =f(x(s), x(s - 1)) E R”, 
and instead of (11) we obtain 
(14) 
The set S is defined as in (12) and let yr and y2 be in S. Write 
4(t) = yr(t) - ya(t). Since y1 and ya are p-periodic, we have I/ +(.)I1 = 
II 4(- 1 + .)I1 and 
llF(yJ - F(yd12 = 1” 1~ :Y,(S) - yds)i + h I YES - 1) - YZ(S - l)!l” ds 
0 
(from (7)) 
= s )4,(s), +b14(s--1)l)2ds 
= ~“II~(*)ll” + 24q*)o4(--1 + *) + b2/I$(--1 + *>.: 
< II $(.)jla (aa + 2ab + b2) (using Schwarz’s ineq.) 
= II 4 /I2 (a + bj2 = II Yl - Y2 II2 (a + Q2. 
Hence F is Lipschitzean on S with constant a + b; the theorem is completed 
by applying Theorem 1 with L = a + b. 
4. Now we assume that the function F : S - B is defined on a 
subset S of an arbitrary Banach space B. The Lipschitz condition 
IIF@) - F(y)ll < L II x - Y II (15) 
will be in terms of the norm /j . [I of B whether or not B is infinite dimensional. 
THEOREM 4. If F sutis$es (15) and x is a nonconstant p-periodic solution of 
x’ = F(x), (16) 
then 
Pa;. (17) 
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In the case where there exists a Frechet derivative F, of F, it follows from 
(16) that 
X” = F,(x) x’. (18) 
Therefore, in this case the function v = x’ satisfies the conditions 
11 V’ 11 <L Ii 7j / 
s 




and Theorem 4 is a special case of the following statement proposed by 
C. Olech. 
THEOREM 5. If v : R + B is difJerentiable, p-periodic, nonconstant and 
satisfies conditions (19) and (20), then p 3 4/L. 
Actually the two statements are independent, but we are going to prove 
them simultaneously. 
Proof of Theorems 4 and 5. Set h = maxR I/ v(t)11 (where v = x’ in the 
case of Theorem 4). We may assume that the maximum occurs at the point 
t = 0. From our assumptions it follows immediately that 
(tz - h-l II v(h) - v(h)11 < L max II v II 
Let r be a linear functional on B such that 
for all t, # t, . 
1lrll = 1, (r, v(0)) = A. 
It is easy to see that the function g(t) zf (r, v(t)) has the following properties 
- B 
J g(t) dt = (r, s,” v(t) dt) = 0, (21) 0 
and 
5(O) = i?(P) = 4 (22) 
I &)I G h for t E LO, PI, (23) 
I g(t) - 5(s)l/; t - s I <LA for t # s. (24) 
Since v is nonconstant, h > 0. From (21) and (22), it follows that the function 
rl(t) “zf f g(s) ds 
0 
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satisfies T(E) > 0 and ~(p - c) < 0 f or small E > 0. Therefore, there exists 
a point t, in the open interval (0, p) such that ~(t,,) = 0. Consequently, 
1 ; 5(t) dt = 0, jp 5(t) dt = 0. to 
There are two possibilities. Either t 0 < pj2, or p - to <p/2. Assume the 
first one; in the second, the argument is similar. Let h(t) be the linear function 
such that h : R - R and h(0) = h and h(t,) = --h. The conditions 
f(O) = h(0) = h and 
jr0 t(t) dt = jto h(t) dt = 0 
0 0 
imply the existence of a point t, E (0, to] such that [(tl) = h(t,). Therefore, 
t;‘(f(t1) - 5(O)) -= t;‘(h(tl) - h(O)) > -2ht,l. 
On the other hand, from (24) it follows that 
and, consequently, j -22htd 1 < LA. From this and from to < p/2, we get (17). 
5. The number 2a in the statement of Theorem 1 is the best possible 
in the sense that the theorem is not valid if we replace the inequalityp > 2r/L 
by p 3 a/L with 01 > 27~. An example (xi’ = Lx, , x2’ = -Lx, with 
b r , xa) E R2) was considered in Ref. [l]. The number 4 in the statement of 
the Theorem 5 is also the best possible. In fact let us consider the Banach 
space Lto,41 of all integrable functions on the interval [0,4]. For every real t, 
let x(t) denote the element of Lto 4l given bv the formula 
x(t)(s) = 4(t + s), t, s E R, 
where C(s) = 4 1 s - 2 1 - 4 for s E [0, 41 and is extended as a periodic 
function (with period 4) on the whole real line R. It is easy to check that the 
function x : R - Lri,41 h as a strong derivative given by the formula 
x’(t)(s) = 4’(f + s), 
and that 11 x’ 11 = 11 x // = 1, where the norm is taken with respect to the 
space L& . Setting L = 1 and p = 4, we have exactly p = 4/L and 
II x’ II = L II x il. 
As to Theorem 4, the answer to the question whether the evaluation 
‘p >, 4/L” is the best possible is not known. However, this theorem remains 
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true if we assume that the function F is only locally Lipschitzean with 
Lipschitz constant L, i.e., that 
lim sup !~ F(x) - F(x,)ll < L 
x-s” IIX --oll ’ (4 
for every limit point x,, E S. This more general theorem is sharp. To observe 
this, it is enough to consider the function x(t)(s) = +(t + s) as in the previous 
example and to let 
and (letting t : S -+ R) 
s (x(t) : t E [O, 41;. 
F(x) z=z x’(t(x)), 
where t(x) is the inverse to the function x(t) restricted to the interval [0, 4). 
The locally Lipschitz assumption (H) for a fixed L is equivalent to (2) (for 
the same L) if the set S is convex. However, as in the example, S is a periodic 
trajectory and is not convex. Hence in general (H) is a weaker assumption 
than (2). The proof is changed slightly since (H) directly implies 
liy:up I 5(t) - &)I /I t - s I < LX for all t. (247 
The proof is completed by observing that since 5 is real valued, (24’) implies 
(24). 
APPENDIX 
The purpose of this Appendix is to prove the following lemma. 
Let H be a Hilbert space and let x : A -+ H be a function dejined on an 
interval A C R such that 
II x(h) - x(tz)ll < L I 4 - t, I, t,, t,EA. 
Then almost everywhere in A, there exists a strong derivative x’(t). Moreover, 
the function is Bochner integrable and 
x(t2) - x(tl) = s:: x’(t) dt foreveryt,,t,EA. 
Proof. Since for every compact subset A, CA the set x(A,) is compact, 
the linear subspace of H spanned by the set x(A) is separable. Hence, without 
loss of generality we can suppose that His separable. Every separable Hilbert 
space has an orthonormal basis. Let {ei} be a basis for H. Write 
5%(t) = <ei , xi(t)>. (25) 
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We have 
il h-’ I Sit t $ h) - [&)I2 = h-” jl x(t + h) - x(t)jj2 (26) 
and 
h-l I ti(t + 4 - &(t)l <L. 
For every i, t,‘(t) exists a.e. in A, and, consequently, {fi’(l)} is defined a.e. 
in A. From (26) it follows that 
f [i’(t)2 < liy+$f h-2 I/ x(t + h) - r(t)ii2. 
i=l 
Thus y(t) Ef z;=, &‘(t) e, is a vector in H (for almost all t in A) and 
// y(t)\1 <L. It is clear that y is weakly measurable and since H is separable, 
y is strongly measurable. Therefore, the Bochner integral (for to , t E A) 
exists, and by the Bochner theorem there is a strong derivative 
49 = YW a.e. in A. 
On the other hand, 
= 
s :, C%‘(T) dT -’ Si(to) = k(t). 
This shows that the functions z(t) and x(t) have the same coordinates fi(t) 
and, therefore, are identical, which finishes the proof. 
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